ART. III. - The Roman Road over the Kirkstone Pass: Ambleside to Old Penrith
By A. RICHARDSON, B. VET. Med., Ph.D., M.R.C.V.S. and T. M. ALLAN, M.B.,
Ch.B., F.S.A. SCOT.
In Memoriam G. G. S. Richardson, B.Sc., 1908-82
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HIS paper sets out and considers the historical and archaeological evidence of a
Roman road running northwards from Ambleside fort (Galava), via the Kirkstone
Pass, Patterdale, Ullswater and Matterdale, to Greystoke High Moor, where it joined
the known Roman road from Whitbarrow to Old Penrith fort (Voreda),' (Horsley 1732,
West 1778, Bellhouse 1954). We recount the historical record, and describe the course
of the road and surface remains, before reviewing the results of past excavations. We
then describe our own excavations and conclude with a discussion.
Camden (1586) wrote of "paved high waies leading unto" Ambleside fort, and one of
these ways must be that of which Hodgson (1803) wrote that "the paved way from the
fort is still in many places visible towards Ambleside, where it branched off, one way
to Keswick, by Grasmere, the other to Patterdale, by Kirkstone, from which last place
towards Hartsop Hall it is eleven feet wide and in many places very apparent". The
latter road is, clearly, that of which Walker (1792) had written that "a few weeks ago
some neighbouring gentlemen had the paved road laid bare that runs from (Ambleside
fort) over Kirkstone", and that it was "about eleven feet wide, very perfect, near a foot
below the present surface, and ... very traceable over the aforesaid mountain towards
the Picts' (i.e., Hadrian's) Wall". It must also be the road which Morden's (1972) map,
taken from the 1695 edition of Camden, shows running west of Kirkstone Beck and
then, via Hartsop Hall, west of Brothers Water, because the modern Kirkstone road,
after running close by the beck at the top of the Pass, runs east of both beck and lake.'
And that a road — presumably Morden's — had existed in the Pass for at least four
centuries before Morden's time is evident from references to a magna via Kirkestain in a
13th-century charter translated by Ragg (1918).
To our knowledge, there is no record of a Roman road between Brothers Water and
Ullswater. A Roman road in Matterdale, however, was mentioned by Clarke (1787),
who noted that it could be traced (southwards) "between the ... Mell Fells to the high
end of Gowbarrow Parks, and no further", adding that "it certainly proceeded through
Patterdale to Ambleside". And presumably the same road was mentioned by Hutchinson
(1794), who noted that "on the north side of the turnpike (i.e., of the old A66 where it
crosses the north end of Matterdale) are the vestiges of a great road ... leading
between ... the Mell Fells to the head of Gowbarrow Parks, but there it is defaced and
soft, though we apprehend it led to Ambleside". Moreover, from between half-a-mile
and a mile north-north-east of the turnpike in this area there stretches Greystoke High
Moor, and a Greystoke Estate Map of 1778-1804 shows a road running straight from
south-south-west to north-north-east across that moor, though a Barony of Greystoke
map of 1806 does not show this.
Bennet (1816), from the piecemeal accounts of his predecessors, and probably also
from personal observation, gave the whole course, from Ambleside to Greystoke Low
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Moor', as follows: "A Roman road, which must have connected the (forts) at Ambleside
and Old Penrith, and which is visible in its way at Kirkstone Hill, is seen again at
Gowbarrow Park Head, near Ullswater, and thence between ... The Meli Fells to a
camp of the name of Whitbarrow near the eighth milestone on the turnpike road from
Penrith to Keswick. It crosses (the turnpike) in a direction from south-west to northeast, (and) was entire a few years ago upon Greystoke Low Moor" — i.e., between
Greystoke High Moor and Greystoke village.'
During the following ninety years seven authors that we know of — there may have
been more — mentioned the road, as follows:- Nicholson (1832) stated that "the military
way proceeded by Ullswater Lake, over Kirkstone, to Ambleside". Jefferson (1840)
stated that "on the south side of the turnpike road from Penrith to Keswick are some
vestiges of an ancient road, leading ... between the Mell Fells to the head of Gowbarrow
Park". Mannex and Co's (1851) book on Westmoreland stated that "(Ambleside fort)
had two military ways, one ... proceeding from it by Ullswater, through Greystoke
Park". Walcott (186o) stated that "a military road led ... by the Kirkstone Pass and
by Ullswater". Ferguson (1878) stated that "an ancient, i.e., Roman, road ran between
the Mell Fells to the head of Gowbarrow Park, and vestiges of it were visible when
Jefferson's Leath Ward was writ. It probably continued to Ambleside (Hutchinson's
Cumberland. Vol. I)". Haverfield (1899) stated that "Bennet, who walked along many
Roman roads in the later years of the 18th century' mentions a Roman road from
Ambleside to Old Penrith as being visible at Kirkstone Hill and Gowbarrow Park
Head". Lastly, Miss Armitt (1906) stated that "(from Ambleside) fort ... ran diverging
paths" ... one of which rose to "the ancient track over Kirkstone". 5
Meanwhile, during the last 30 of these 90 years, this literary record was supplemented
by a cartographic one, as follows:- The entire course outlined by Bennet (1816) was
traced by MacLauchlan (1875) on the frontispiece map of Lapidarium Septentrionale, as
one of several Northern English Roman routes "not surveyed (but) drawn in accordance
with the best local authorities", and significantly, the road was shown as running west
of both Kirkstone Beck and Brothers Water. Ferguson (1878) accompanied his article
quoted above with a map which showed the Roman road taking the same course
throughout as on MacLauchlan's map (on which parts of his own map were very probably
based). And the 6 inch map (Ordnance Survey, 190o) showed as a "supposed Roman
Road" an agger which runs north-east from Matterdale vicarage (400 229) — and which
cannot be other than that described by Clarke (1787) and Hutchinson (1794) in their
reference to "the high end of Gowbarrow Parks".
Most surprisingly, however, the whole of this literary and cartographic record of 15861906 was, for the next two-thirds of a century, a virtually closed book. Moreover, this
was so despite Ragg's translation in 1918, as mentioned above, of a 13th century reference
to a magna via Kirkestain, and despite Hay's (1937) report of "the foundations of an old,
well made road ... at intervals ... for over 700 yards on the ... west side of the . . .
flattish top of the (Kirkstone) Pass ... to a width of (up to) 20 feet and 6 inches". Nor
was any response evoked by Hay's consequent comment that "it is quite inconceivable
that the Roman occupation had posts at Ambleside and in the Penrith area (i.e., at
Brougham) without a direct communication between them". Eventually, however, in
the early 1970's, discussions between one of us (A. R.), R. L. Bellhouse and our latedeparted members, G. G. S. Richardson, P. A. Wilson and B. Thompson, led to
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fieldwork by the authors, and thence to several excavations supervised by G. G. S.
Richardson,' whose results have appeared in these Transactions (Richardson and Richardson 1980, Caruana 1984, 1988). In the past few years the authors have done further
fieldwork and excavation, of which the results are given below.
Course and Surface Remains
A detailed description of the course and surface remains of the road would be overlong for this paper and so must be left to our successors.From our summary description,
however, the course can be followed adequately with the help of O.S. 1:25 00o maps
and of strip-maps copied from these.' On the latter the course is shown by a continuous
thick line where there is evidence of the road more or less continuously for some distance,
and by an intermittent thick line elsewhere, except that no line is traced where the course
coincides, either certainly or presumptively, with a path or a modern road. Because of
the smallness of the scale, the line is in some places only approximate. All grid-references
should be taken as being prefixed NY. The term agger means here a putatively Roman
road-mound which to the probe is mostly stony or gravelly or stiff.
Ambleside Fort to Pets Bridge (3.5 miles: Strip-Maps AB, BC)
Ambleside fort (Haverfield and Collingwood 1914, Collingwood 1915) lies just east
of the River Rothay where it meets the north end of Windermere. From the east gate a
road runs prominently eastwards, presumably en route to Watercrook; and from that
road a second Roman road ran a little west of north along the Rothay holm for about
0.25 mile, as a corduroy "4-5 feet under (the 190o level of) the modern road" (Cowper
1902) to the vicinity of Rothay Bridge (373 0 39). 8 No surface evidence has been found
of a continuation of this road along the holm — perhaps it too has sunk — until about
0.45 mile further north, just over Stock Ghyll at 373 0 45. From here there runs slightly
west of north across a field for about 90 metres an intermittent low agger about 5.5
metres wide. We believe this represents West's (1778) "road from Keswick" and the
Keswick branch of Hodgson's (1803) bifurcation, noted above as being in the form of
"one way to Keswick, by Grasmere, the other to Patterdale, by Kirkstone".
We also believe that the latter, Kirkstone branch, is represented by a continuous
agger, about 4.5 metres wide, which runs north-east for about 5o metres from 373 0 44
across the field (part of Rothay Park) just south of Stock Ghyll. We further believe that
that hypothesis is supported circumstantially by the fact that it points towards a reach of
the ghyll, 0.25 mile across the holm. Here, the flow, in contrast with that upstream, is
normally gentle, and this gentleness would have made that reach a suitable site for the
bridge, as opposed to a ford (Nicholson 1861, Armitt 1906), which the Romans would
have needed because of the frequency of spates. Indeed it may be possible to pinpoint
the likely site of such a bridge, in that three very old terraced houses which run down
west from Smithy Brow (part of the formerly sole road to Rydal) to within a few yards
of Rydal Road (built about 1833 alongside the ghyll as a by-pass) are not aligned with
either of these roads but instead face north, as if they had formerly opened on to a road
descending west to the ghyll (376 046).
From the top of this row of houses a less steep initial route to the Kirkstone Pass than
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that of the modern road, and accordingly a more likely Roman course, is by Smithy
Brow, Fairview Road and the grounds of Kirkstonefoot Hotel to the modern Kirkstone
road at 379 047. For about the next 0.75 mile, however, the valley-side (overlooking
Stock Ghyll from the north-west) is so steep that the Roman and modern roads must
perforce more or less coincide except from 384 054 to 388 056, where the Roman road
doubtless ran along a broad shelf immediately south-east of the modern road.' Its first
probable appearance is just beyond a hut by the north-west side of the modern road at
389 058; and its first certain appearance is as the ruins of a metalled terraceway running
from a gate at 389 059 to a beck at 390 059. Beyond the beck it appears to have bent
north along a ridge, since thereafter it runs north-east for about 40 metres as an agger,
about 3.5 metres wide, to the north-east corner of the field (391 o61), where quarry-pits
separate it from the wall alongside the modern road. North of this, the wall sits at first
on top of, and them immediately east of, the agger till the latter descends to a beck at
39 1 063. The course then probably follows a narrow ridge which runs along the lesser
summit of the Pass to a small quarry at 392 o65.
For the next o.8 mile, down to the infant Stock Ghyll at Pets Bridge (398 076), the
Roman course alternates between the two sides of the modern road. It first runs along
the broad, uneven eastern verge of the modern road to 394 o68, and then beneath its
west wall to a beck at 395 070. It then more or less coincides with the modern road to
just beyond the side-road to Pets Quarry (395 071), whereupon it moves to the west side
of the modern road till it coincides again just before a lay-by on its east side at 396 072.
About 5o metres beyond the lay-by the modern road bends west-north-west, leaving the
Roman road to continue north-north-east as an agger, 5 metres wide, with large east-side
kerbstones. The agger ends at the top of a terrace which descends north-east to Snow
Cove Gill at 397 073, and from there an initially high agger runs north-north-west to
reach the modern road at 396 075, from which point to Pets Bridge the two roads again
coincide.
Pets Bridge to Caiston Beck (2 miles: Strip-Map BC)

From the gate by Pets Bridge (398 076) the Roman course ascends for about 100
metres as a flat, grassy terrace along the east bank of Stock Ghyll, to reach a point (398
077) where landslip has exposed cleanly, in both longitudinal and partial cross-section,
an 18-30 inch layer of earth and gravel on top of an 18-24 inch layer of stones of
decreasing size from bottom to top, with some admixture of clay. The course then bends
first east-north-east and then north-east for about 140 metres, accompanied by quarrypits, and re-crosses the ghyll in line with the south-south-east end of a long wall (399
078).
The stretch of the Roman road from here to the summit proper must be Hay's ( 1 937)
stretch of "over 700 yards ... at intervals ... of the foundation of a well-made road".
For about the first 70 metres the course is aligned on a small pointed rock opposite the
hospice. Thereafter, however, it zig-zags slightly, as evidenced by intermittent kerbing,
most visible at 399 079, before bending westerly to avoid a hollow, and then easterly to
pass just east of the rock. It has now reached a narrow plateau on which it bends westerly
towards the foot of Raven Crag, to reach a rushy marsh along a shelf. Thereafter it bends
easterly, to occupy a narrow natural ridge, with quarry-pits mostly on its east side, which
carries it to the summit at 402 o85.
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Beyond the summit, below Kilnshaw Chimney, the ridge has subsided, but it reappears
for some distance before and after the Kirk Stone (402 o86). The Roman course, however,
was probably along the now scree-blocked hollow between the Stone and the fell-foot,
because, from a little beyond the hollow, a terrace, albeit one almost totally destroyed
by landslip and quarrying, can be discerned, especially just north of three prominent
rocks which, like the Stone itself, are seen on the southern skyline from the car-park at
403 089. 10 Just beyond the car-park the ridge reappears, still scree-strewn, just west of,
and pointing towards, the modern road. Thereafter, the Pass is so narrow that the Roman
course must perforce coincide with the modern road almost to the bridge over Kirkstone
Beck.
About 20 metres west of the bridge the Roman road reappears as a footpath (4 0 3 0 93),
and becomes increasingly obvious as it descends the west side of the Pass, following a
gradient roughly parallel to that of the modern road on the east side. In some places it
is 2.5 metres wide, with very substantial terracing and kerbing, these being, here and
there, built up on 2-3 courses of masonry. In other places, however, it is even more
reduced by landslip from the steep side of Middle Dodd, or is even completely missing.
Likewise, the agger is in some places massive and in others almost absent. (Excavation
results below). This section, running as it does for o.8 mile, is much the longest of the
well-preserved stretches of the Roman road, but since it was probably used far into the
18th century, despite its wretched state (Morris 1982), it may have been frequently
repaired and perhaps at least partly reconstructed since Roman times.
When the Pass begins to widen (402 102), the above rugged feature gives way to a
broad, flat, grassy shelf with a short length of intermittent east kerbing. At 401 104 a
footpath branches off north-west to avoid moraines, but the Roman course continues
north-north-west to the rushy western foot of the first moraine (401 106), down to which
point it too is marked as a path on the O.S. map. Thereafter alternating terraces and
aggers, up to 5.5 metres wide, zig-zag north-north-west to pass between two miniature
moraines, and thence to cross the south-west corner of one field and the north-east corner
of the adjacent one. From there (399 107) an agger descends, via a cutting, to the holm
of Kirkstone Beck at the foot of the Pass, and along this holm a flat, stone-bottomed
terrace runs to Caiston Beck immediately upstream from its meeting with Kirkstone
Beck (399 108).
Caiston Beck to Bracken Rigg (6.5 miles: Strip-Maps BC, CD, DE)
This stretch runs alternately on and just above the bottom of the west side of the
valley of Kirkstone Beck, Brothers Water, Goldrick Beck and Ullswater.
Just beyond Caiston Beck, at 399 109, the remains of a terrace lead up north-northwest from the holm to a scarp along whose edge the at first well-preserved path from
Scandale Pass runs north for 0.4 mile, and then north-north-west to a barn at 398 116.
Thereupon the course is very probably represented successively by a hard cart-track
along the eastern side of a putatively Iron Age enclosure (298 118), by the lane (doubtless
narrowed by landslip) which skirts the west shore of Brothers Water, and by the A592
from Cow Bridge (402 134) to 388 178, on the west shore of Ullswater beyond Glenridding, apart from the stretch between 402 142 and Noran Bank at 398 150.
At 388 178, about 0.25 mile north of Glenridding, the presumed Roman course leaves
the modern road at a slight angle, and almost immediately bends west-north-west to
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ascend, as a precarious terrace, the steep south side of the formidable bulk of Stybarrow
Crag (387 178), a shoulder of Glenridding Dod. From the top of this terrace a defile,
Stybarrow Pass, rises steeply, still west-north-west, for about 4o metres to the top of the
Crag, with rock 3-4 metres high on the south side and 8 -Io metres high on the north
side. It is mostly only 3-4 metres wide, and at one point is, at ground level, a mere 2.5
metres wide, despite clear signs of the rock having had to be hewn to make even that
width possible." On the other side of the Crag the less steep northward descent to
Mosedale Beck is marked by, successively, a stony hollow, a scree-strewn agger and an
initially stony terrace (386 179).
Beyond this point the fell-side is at first so steep that all trace of a terrace has gone.
Quite soon, however, boulders and large stones are so distributed as to suggest that the
Roman course bends from north to north-north-west to fall into line with a path which
ascends north-west from Mosedale Beck, and bends north-north-west at 386 182 to reach
a cutting in the rocky ridge of Hawk How (386 183). The higher, north-north-west
stretch is wider and stonier than its lower one. From the cutting (excavation results
below) there descends north-north-west, to cross a lane, a zig-zag consisting successively
of a hollow, a boulder-kerbed agger and a terrace. In the field north of the lane an agger
runs for about 4o metres with both kerbs more or less intact, passing for about 20 metres
through a stone outcrop by means of a cutting 8 -Io metres wide. The course then zigzags down to a tiny beck on the edge of Glencoyne holm at 386 187, as a rocky agger
south of a wall and a grassy terrace north of it. 12 It probably continues north to Glencoyne
Beck, half-way across the holm, to keep to the slightly higher, and doubtless formerly
drier, ground. 13
At Glencoyne Beck the course must have bent north-north-east, to reach the great
east-north-east bend of the lake, because an agger appears in Glencoyne Park (one of the
Gowbarrow Parks) just before Near Swan Beck at 388 191. From there to Middle Swan
Beck there alternate intermittently an increasingly ruined agger and a grassy terrace,
variably 10 -20 metres up from the fence by the AS92. Thereafter the terrace continues
intermittently to an unnamed beck at 391 192, but from that point signs of agger and
terrace are slight and infrequent, at much the same distance from the fence. To avoid a
bog, the course may coincide with the A592 at 393 1 94, at the south-west foot of Bracken
Rigg, while on the south-west slope of the Rigg a scatter of embedded large stones and
small boulders runs north-north-east for about 75 metres to a clump of beeches at 395
195. Bracken Rigg itself 14 is discussed below.
Bracken Rigg to Greystoke High Moor (6.5 miles: Strip-Maps DE, EF. FG)
From the northern foot of the Rigg, at the only point where both banks of Groovegill
Beck in that reach are low (396 199), an agger, about to metres wide, climbs northnorth-west for about 16o metres, at first between broad belts of rushes, to reach a fence.
At the fence it makes the first of two slight northerly bends which bring it into line at
39 6 203 (Park Brow) with the A5o91, with whose long ascent to "the high end of
Gowbarrow Parks", its course almost certainly coincides to 396 213, opposite Parkgate
farmstead. From there the course doubtless continues straight to Fauldrigg, to ford Aira
Beck just upstream from two rock-islands (394 214). Beyond the beck there are no signs
till at 393 217 an agger, about 4.5 metres wide and 6 metres long, points just west of a
rocky hillock to the A5o91. Thereafter the course almost certainly coincides with the
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A5o91 as far as the road-fork at 394 224, except by Thornthwaite, where it is probably
represented by the wide, high and hard west verge of the modern road.
The Matterdale road of Clarke (1787) and Hutchinson (1794) is marked on the
Ordnance Survey (1900) 6 inch map as "Supposed Roman Road", in two stretches. The
first consists of an agger, 4 metres wide, which runs north-east from the Matterdale
vicarage garden wall for 0.4 mile in several straight lengths, from 395 225 to 400 228.
(Excavation results below). The second traverses three Moorend fields for o.33 mile,
from 403 233 to 405 237, but only the middle field now has an agger. (Excavation results
below). Along the north-west edge of the first field there runs a flat terrace, 3 metres
wide, with two large piles of stones at its northern end, while in the third field no signs
at all appear.
In that third field, however, the Roman course appears to have lain a little east of the
O.S. line, since in the next, mostly rushy, field, at a point about 3o metres east of a
bridge at 405 238, a grassy agger, up to 8 metres wide, runs north-north-east for about
4o metres. Moreover, in approximate line with this agger, about 0.25 mile further north,
and beginning at a gate at 404 238, there runs first towards, and then along, the Brownrigg
ridge for about 180 metres a flat terrace, followed by a flat, continuously stony belt of
ground, both of which features underlie a wall. And in the south bank of Mell Fell
Beck, at a northerly bend (409 248), there are four rough courses of roughly-worked
stones, to a width of about 5.5 metres. About 20 metres south of this point, too, there
is a stony-bottomed grassy patch, about 7 metres wide, in boggy ground.
Half-a-mile north of here G. G. S. Richardson (Caruana 1988) excavated a possible
agger at 419 257, but later came to share our opinion that from somewhere between
Greening (410 25o) and Walloway Green (412 255) the Roman course is followed by the
modern road, which between 411 252 and 415 275 consists of seven straight lengths in
1.4 miles. Furthermore, this opinion is supported by the fact that, if the (north-northeast) alignment of the last of these lengths is prolonged for about o.6 mile (passing just
west of the seventh milestone on the Old A66), it leads to a point where the Roman road
reappears — i.e., by Skitwath Beck at 417 283. From here an agger, about 4.5 metres
wide, runs north-east for about II metres, and then, beyond a boggy area, a high agger,
about 6.5 metres wide, runs north-east for about 18 metres (418 284). Thereafter the
agger points north-north-east for a few metres towards Brown How (419 285), a low but
commanding little eminence at the south end of Greystoke High Moor, the alignment
passing between one quarry-pit on the east and then a cluster of pits on the west.
From the top of Brown How an agger, about 7 metres wide, runs north-north-east for
about to metres. Thereafter, for nearly o.33 mile, from 419 286 to 421 29o, there run
continuously north-north-east across the moor, in line with Brown How, and in the line
of the road traced on the Greystoke Estate Map of 1778-1804 (supra), two parallel,
shallow depressions, about 3.5 metres apart. At their north-north-eastern end there
appears between them a very low agger, while a very low, intermittent agger appears at
their highest point (420 288), where there is also a barely-discernible easterly bend.
Elsewhere, however, the ground between the depressions is flat and very nearly stoneless,
and this suggests stone-robbing, with the depressions marking the ditches. 15 (Excavation
results below). The alignment of the depressions points towards the known Whitbarrow
(409 282)-Old Penrith road at 431 292, but all trace of a junction has disappeared,
probably as a result of afforestation.
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Greysto4e High Moor to Old Penrith Fort (7.5 miles: Strip-Maps FG, GH, HI, 47)
The flat and fertile terrain traversed by this stretch has been so long under cultivation
that we know of only the following few items which need to be added to the existing
accounts (Horsely, 1732; West, 1778; Bellhouse, 1954) and the O.S. line.
1. Presumably to avoid the south-west-north-east reach of Summerground Gill at
Greystoke, the road appears to have deviated slightly south-eastwards, for nearly a mile
beginning at Greenthwaite Hall on Greystoke Low Moor, from the very straight course
of the previous 0.75 mile and the subsequent 5 miles.For this there are three pieces of
evidence, the last of them circumstantial. The first is that at 433 304 a low agger, about
4.5 metres wide, with well-marked ditches, bends slightly eastwards along a hollow
(now being partly built on) for about 120 metres, and that the hollow continues in the
same direction for about 20 metres into Jefferson Wood, beyond a wall in which, in line
with the agger, there is evidence of there having been a gate. The second is that in the
bottom of the south bank of Summerground Gill at 439 311 there is a 5 metre wide row
of boulders. And the third is that a line drawn between these two features coincides for
part of the way with the straight stretch of the modern road at Greystoke.
2. At 479 364, west-north-west of Fairbank farmstead, and about 1.5 miles southsouth-west of Old Penrith, an agger, about 5 metres wide, runs for about 3o metres just
west-north-west of the modern road. This site is probably West's (1778) "edge of the
wood at Fairbank".
3. In line west and north of Low Street House there are, successively, a belt of ground
at 438 369 which is very difficult to plough, an agger about II metres wide, at 4 8 4 37 0 ,
and an exposure of cambered stonework, about 5.5 metres wide, in the south bank of
the Old Petteril at 4 8 4 37 1 . West's (1778) evidence of the road — presumably a hump —
"in the lane called Low Street" has disappeared.
4. West (1778) stated that the Roman road crossed the Petteril itself at Topin-holme.
This name — one now unknown in the neighbourhood — must refer to one or other or
both of the holms in line with the Fairbank and Low Street features, because at 49 2 379
there occurs the only bilateral break in the otherwise unbrokenly scarped banks of the
Petteril between south and west of the fort (493 3 8 4). 16
5. An air photo taken by one of us (A. R.) in the drought of 1989 shows the AmblesideOld Penrith road joining the Brougham-Old Penrith-Carlisle road at an angle of 55 °
about 295 metres south of the fort, and about 5o metres west of the A6, with ditches
shown clearly for part of the way.

Excavations Before 1981
G. G. S. Richardson and A. Richardson, 1 973 -4
In the terraceway west of Kirkstone Beck two trenches, dug at 403 097 and 403 104,
revealed a substantial road, 7 metres wide. Immediately adjacent to its inner margin a
stone-revetted, silted-up ditch was found to be sealed from above by soil-creep from the
fell-side. The width between the kerbs was about 4 metres, and the eastern, or outer,
margin was of solid masonry that gave the terrace a robust edge. The significance of the
ditch-structure was not fully appreciated at the time.
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At Hawk How a section made in the cutting (386 183) revealed a natural rock-cleft
widened to about 5 metres and filled with a spread of metalling.
K. A. Hodgson, 1 93 0-1 95 0

Miss Hodgson sectioned what must be assumed to have been Hutchinson's ( 1 794)
"defaced and soft" agger at "the high end of Gowbarrow Parks" — i.e., north-east of
Matterdale vicarage — since she found evidence of a road with "U"- section ditches which
both she and F. G. Simpson, a fellow-member of the Cumberland Excavation Committee,
concluded was probably Roman.'
G. G. S. Richardson, 1980

At Moorend, Matterdale there were dug across the O. S. agger at 405 234 two trenches
and a control-trench some distance away. There was evidence of a metalled road at least
4.3 metres wide and, as by Kirkstone Beck, clear evidence of a stone-lined ditch at its
eastern edge (Caruana 1984).
G. G. S. Richardson, 1 979

On Greystoke High Moor a trench dug at 419 291 revealed a scatter of metalling over
a width of 6.5 metres. It did not, however, reveal the dimensions of the ditches, almost
certainly because of their destruction during robbing of the agger (Caruana 1988).

Excavations after 1981
In view of the discovery of stone-lined ditches beside the kerbs of the Roman road
between Troutbeck fort and Keswick (Caruana 1988), the agger north-east of Matterdale
vicarage was sectioned. The first section was cut in 1983, about 30o metres from the
vicarage, at a point where the agger was well-defined but the ditches were not. A 7 x 1.5
metre transverse section revealed a Io cm layer of small stones and gravel beneath the
turf, over a 4 metre wide agger composed of a gravel-clay mixture indistinguishable from
the "natural". At the agger margins larger stones (10-20 cms) suggested kerb-stones,
while over the width of an area adjacent to this a few cms' depth of "natural" had been
removed. This feature was interpreted as being the ditch-bottom, though the profile of
the section at this point did not give clear evidence of stone-revettment (Fig. I).
In 1985 attention was focussed on places where the existence of better-preserved
lengths of ditch was suggested by parallel belts of rushes and confirmed by probing.
The first section, dug about 200 metres from the vicarage garden-wall, had soon to be
abandoned because of flooding by heavy rain, but its appearance suggested the presence
of a stone-revetted ditch disturbed by robbing of large kerbs at the agger margin. It may
be significant that the nearest field-wall consists of large, oblong, roughly-hewn stones,
of about 0.5-0.7 metres' size.
At some points, however, the stone-robbers had apparently been defied by very large
boulders on the outer edge of the strips of rushes, and at these points the ditches seemed
better preserved. Accordingly a second section, of 4.5 x I metre, was cut close to the
first at a point where a wet, rushy strip separated the south-east edge of the agger from
a large boulder. Removal of the turf revealed a cambered surface of impacted stones and
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gravel, with larger stones (c 10 -12 cms) at the edges. Lateral to these there was a relatively
stone-free gap of about 1 metre, flanked by a further accumulation of larger stones,
resulting in the trench-plan having a somewhat confused appearance. After trowelling,
measurement and photography, however, those stones which were not embedded in the
south-west face of the section were removed, and the resulting profile now clearly
suggested a stone-revetted ditch, about 0.5-0.75 metre wide, albeit one much damaged,
presumably by stone-robbing (Fig.2). Certainly the location of the ditches was indicated
less convincingly by the sections than by the parallel belts of rushes. Nevertheless we
had established that their size and construction were similar to those of the Kirkstone
terraceway. Fortunately many satisfactory sites for sectioning are now known for our
successors to select from, while they themselves may find other such sites, by probing
and resistivity-measurement, in the many gaps which remain.
Discussion
The historical record tells consistently of the Kirkstone and Matterdale stretches of
the road. These are 7 miles apart, but our assumption of their unity is supported by the
substantial surface remains alongside Ullswater, and by the fact that the ditches in the
two stretches are alike in both position and construction. Moreover, that the work is
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everywhere Roman is attested by the fact that the surviving lengths run almost entirely
on aggers and/or terraces; that these are straight over even the shortest distances, and
they follow alignments and contours which are seen, at once or on reflection, to be
optimal. The more or less identifiable lengths of the road make up about 9 of the nearly
26 miles of the total course, the rest having been overbuilt by modern roads or else lost
by weathering or piecemeal destruction before the end of the 18th century. Especially
noteworthy features are: the agger in Rothay Park, Ambleside; the aggers on either side
of Snow Cove Gill; the (now precarious) exposure of the road above Pets Bridge; Hay's
"foundation of a well-made road" partly opposite the Kirkstone Pass summit car-park;
the zig-zags and aggers near the north foot of the Pass; the slopes of Stybarrow Crag and
Hawk How; the agger from Groovegill Beck to Park Brow and that north-east of
Matterdale vicarage; the "tramlines" on Greystoke High Moor, and the aggers on either
side of Greenthwaite Hall. The Kirkstone Pass terraceway can be seen from the modern
road.
Excavation has shown that the road-metalling was normally confined between kerbs
at least 4 metres apart, immediately lateral to which were stone-revetted ditches about
0.75 metre wide and about 0.50-0.75 metre deep, giving an overall width of 7 metres

1 metre
FIG. 3.

— Probable Original Profile

(Fig. 3). Similar ditch-construction in French Roman roads was noted by Chevallier
though he did not regard the feature as being diagnostically Roman, presumably
because some later road-builders copied it. The finding of similar ditches on the certainly

(1976),
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Roman, road by Troutbeck fort and Wallthwaite farm (Caruana 1988) and just east of
Moresby fort (Allan, in prep.) suggests that the Romans may have favoured this device
in Cumbria generally, since the high rainfall may have demanded better drainage than
that given by ditches lying some distance from the kerbs. Such ditches, however, would
have been hazardous for wheeled transport, and this, combined with the steepness and
narrowness of the Stybarrow Crag and Hawk How passages, strongly suggests that the
road was made for only pack-horses and pedestrians. It may also account for later roadimprovers having filled in ditches or built completely new road-lengths.
In Matterdale, on Greystoke High Moor, and possible elsewhere, stone-robbing and
perhaps ploughing have removed evidence of the ditches because they were not cut deep
into the "natural". Indeed the Matterdale situation suggests that kerb-stones may have
been favoured for wall-building. If so, this might explain the apparent absence of ditches
noted in some other Roman roads of Northern England, as by Wright ( 1 93 6 , 1 937, 1 939,
1941) in most of his sections of the Stanegate. Some of the discrepancies in reported roadwidths between the various excavations described above may be due to the fact that collapsed ditch-stonework has in some cases been included in the width-measurements.
Given that the road is Roman, the possibility arises of its having had a southern
continuation, branches, signal-stations and forts. This possibility is now examined.
As to a southern continuation, West (1778) wrote of Ambleside fort being "near the
meeting, which it commanded, of all the (Roman) roads from Kendal, Penrith, Keswick,
Ravenglass and Furness" (italics ours), while Ferguson (1894) wrote of a Roman road
running "down the west side of Windermere to Dalton-in-Furness". No evidence of
such a road has been found though Windermere and the Leven would have provided a
natural line of demarcation between the Late Flavian occupied east and unoccupied west
of Cumbria (Potter 1979). It is possible, however, that the Romans chose the east side
of the lake or used the lake as a waterway (Nicholson 1890) to Morecambe and
Lancaster. 18
As to possible branches, a terraceway descends north-east from the Roman road to a
ford in Kirkstone Beck at 402 105, and then ascends to the modern road at 403 107.
This feature may be post-Roman, since there was no sign of either kerb or ditch in the
drainage-channels noted by G. G. S. Richardson and one of us (A. R.), but whether this
absence is original or a consequence of stone-robbing needs excavation to decide.
A possible branch east-north-east from Bracken Rigg is suggested by a number of
signs. The first is stoniness to the probe along a hollow (398 197) which runs down from
near the top of the Rigg towards Groovegill Beck at 398 198. The second is that at this
point the south-west bank of the beck consists of three courses of stonework, about 4.5
metres wide, with south-side boulder-kerbing (and a boulder in the stream), rather like
the remains of the Stanegate crossing (NT 772 665) of the Bradley Burn at Chesterholm
(Wright 1937). The third is a broad, low mound, followed by a terrace, between the
beck at the above point and the A592-A5o91 junction, with some quarry-pits near the
junction. All this suggests the possibility of a lakeside Roman road on the general line
of the A592 to Pooley Bridge and thence to Brougham.
Possible sites for signal-stations exist at the south end of the lesser summit of the
Kirkstone Pass (392 064), from which most of the north end of Windermere is visible,
and at 401 083, a little south of the summit proper, from which the lesser summit and
Morecambe Bay are visible. Further north there are several possible sites, of which the
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most likely are the flat tops of Stybarrow Crag and Hawk How, from both of which most
of the upper and middle reaches of Ullswater would have been visible. 19 Any possibility,
however, of such stations being found will be much reduced if recent doubts about
Roman signal-stations and signalling (Farrar 198o, Todd 1981, Breeze 1982, Donaldson
1985, 1988) are validated.
A possible fort-site is the enclosure, believed to be an Iron Age settlement (398 118),
just south of Hartsop Hall. It is sub-rectangular, with a curving western perimeter most
unlike normal Roman military work, but the east rampart, alongside which we believe
the Roman road to have run, is dead straight, and has the typically Roman central
gateway and rounded ends. It may therefore be a native structure modified by the
Romans, as at Hod Hill, Dorset (Collingwood and Richmond 1969), especially as its
slightly raised site, 6 miles from Ambleside, is the best one available for control of the
Kirkstone Pass from its northern end.
There are six reasons for believing that a possible fort-site is on Bracken Rigg (396
197). 20 Firstly, to go from the east-north-east bend of Ullswater (387 19o) to the south
end of Park Brow (396 203), the Roman road, instead of following the direct route that
the terrain would have allowed, makes a lakeward detour. Secondly, the flattish top of
the Rigg, which commands in all directions, is the only site obviously available for any
fort needed at about a day's march from Ambleside, Old Penrith and perhaps Brougham
(distant 12, 14 and II miles respectively). 21 Thirdly, a fort on Bracken Rigg would have
been well placed to guard the dangerous Stybarrow Crag and Hawk How passages, only
a mile away (Frere 1985), and the putative road-junction mentioned above. Fourthly,
from here it would have been convenient to ship goods too bulky or heavy for transport
by Stybarrow Crag and Hawk How. Fifthly, evidence suggestive of a possible embarkation-point is provided by an agger, about 4.5 metres wide, which runs down lakewards
for about 14 metres near the top of the Rigg, though excavation may show this feature
to be a stone-dump from the clearing of the field for cultivation. Lastly, an air photo
taken by one of us (A. R.) in the drought of 1989 shows the faint outline at 3955 196o
of part of an apparently rectangular earthwork with rounded corners. 22
There now arise two questions — that of the period of the road's construction, and that
of the causes of its eclipse for two-thirds of this century.
Our only guide to the building of the wall is the known history of the forts. Of the unexcavated fort at Brougham it has been said (Jones 1975) that its position (or that of a
precursor) at the junction of the Roman trunk-roads from Manchester and York argues
for a Flavian foundation; and betokens a permanent occupation. In contrast, Ambleside
(Potter 1979) was built in the Late Flavian period (9o-96), 23 was abandoned for a time
in the Trajanic period (96-I 17), 24 and was rebuilt in the Hadrianic period (117-138). Old
Penrith was built in either the Late Flavian or the Early Trajanic period (90-100), was
abandoned sometime between 125 and 13o — and was rebuilt about 163 (Haverfield 1913,
Birley 1947, Jones 1975, Goodburn 1978, Poulter 1982, Austin 1989). This being so,
the whole Ambleside-Old Penrith road could have been built in any of these four periods,
as could the hypothetical Bracken Rigg-Brougham road. But whether the latter and all
three sections of the Ambleside-Bracken Rigg-Greystoke High Moor-Old Penrith road
were built together is another matter: all that can be said at present is that the Bracken
Rigg-Greystoke High Moor road joins a long straight stretch of the (much wider)
Whitbarrow-Old Penrith road at an angle of about 3o° with no topographical reason for
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such an angle, and that this suggests very strongly that the Bracken Rigg-Greystoke
High Moor road was either contemporary with the Whitbarrow-Old Penrith road or later
than it. Similarly, the fact that the Ambleside-Bracken Rigg road makes the angle it
appears to do with the Ambleside-Keswick road in Rothay Holm, again for no topographical reason, suggests that it was either contemporary with that road or later than it.
As to the causes of the eclipse which befell the road for two-thirds of this century
(despite its continuous closeness to modern roads), we believe that there were three. The
first is that, in Cumbria as elsewhere, there has been throughout this century a neardearth, both professional and amateur, of interest in Roman roads other than established
ones, 25 even though such interest can lead to discovery of new Roman sites (Maxwell
1989) and to new interpretations of old information. The second is that the many 15861906 references to the road were, apparently, with the one very partial and ineffectual
exception discussed below (Wheeler 1936), unknown to the few people in this century
who might have been expected to know some of them. The third is a chain of events,
stretching from 1832 to 1936, which, in effect, virtually wrote the road out of mind in
favour of High Street. 26 This chain was as follows:In the first (1832) edition of his Annals of Kendal Nicholson stated (supra) that
"the military way proceeded by Ullswater lake, over Kirkstone, to Ambleside". This
statement, however, was omitted from his second (1861) edition, which, instead, described what Nicholson thought wrongly (Collingwood 193o, 1937), was a link between
Ambleside and High Street, involving Scot Rake (428 o8o). Even more unfortunately,
this unacknowledged volte-face was followed in 1890 by publication of a memoir of
Nicholson (189o) which included a previously unpublished lecture by him in 1838 in
which he stated, in unacknowledged contradiction of part of his 1832 statement, that he
had found "no traces or traditions of the Roman road in Patterdale" (italics ours).
Thereby, Ferguson, who in 1878 had not only mentioned but also mapped the Kirkstone
road, was led in 1894 to think it possible that the Romans, instead of taking the Kirkstone
Pass route, had taken first Nicholson's imaginary route from Ambleside to Scot Rake,
and then the path that runs down west from High Street at 439 123 to Hartsop. Moreover
in 1899 Haverfield, who, like Ferguson, knew at least the second (1861) edition of
Nicholson's Annals, was, apparently, sufficiently influenced by Nicholson's and Ferguson's opinions to question Bishop Bennet (1816), the only other relevant author whom
he quoted, to the extent of strongly suggesting that Bennet's unambiguous statement
that the Roman road from Ambleside went by way of — indeed was visible in — the
Kirkstone Pass had arisen from confusion. His comment was that "it is not clear
that (Bennet) means High Street". Further, Haverfield's posthumous influence was,
apparently, such that Wheeler (1936), in his Report to the Royal Commission, did not
mention the Kirkstone Pass, though he quoted not only Haverfield (showing that he
knew of Bennet's statement) but also Hutchinson (1794). The Kirkstone Pass road was
thereby made officially non-existent; and this interim fate was sealed by its omission
from all three (1952-67) editions of Margary's (1967) influential Roman Roads in Britain.
Ironically, however, Wheeler's arbitrary exclusion of the Kirkstone Pass road from
the record in favour of High Street was followed immediately by questioning of High
Street's own credentials. Thus Hay (1938) expressed the opinion (which we share: see
also Hindle, 1989) that it is a native track intermittently Romanised, while Collingwood
(1937) voiced grave doubt — see also Margary (1967) — as to the usefulness at such a high
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latitude, of a ridgeway which rises to 2700 feet. 27 Collingwood suggested that the
alternative route was an easterly one by Shap, though we believe that he would have
eventually turned his thoughts westward but for his years of recurrent illness and his
premature death in 1943 (Johnstone 1967). Equally, all might have been well if Ragg
(1918) had appreciated the provenance of a road called "great" half-way back to the
Roman period; if Hay (1937) had given his paper a more specific title than "Three
interesting sites"; if Miss Hodgson had published her Matterdale findings, or if others
had taken note of the legend "Roman Road" in Matterdale on the O.S. Lake District
Tourist Map of 1948. Instead the long saga reached an appropriate climax in 1973, when
excavation in the Kirkstone Pass met strenuous opposition on the ground that there was
"no evidence" to suggest that a Roman road had ever existed there.
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Notes and References
' Old Penrith fort has also been known as Plumpton Wall and as Castlesteads; and it was at one stage called
by some authors Petriana, in the false belief that that was its Roman name.
2 The modern Kirkstone Pass road, built in the mid-18th century, is the only road shown in the Pass on the
maps of Jefferys (1768) and West (1778).
3 Bennet is correct in saying that Whitbarrow (409 282) is "near the 8th milestone" (from Penrith). A direct
road, however, from Matterdale to Whitbarrow would have crossed the turnpike from south-east to northwest, or from south-south-east to north-north-west, whereas Bennet's stated alignment — i.e., from southwest to north-east — is far more compatible than are these other two alignments with that of the north end
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of the modern Matterdale road. That Matterdale alignment — one which passes close by the 7th milestone —
would also have avoided boggy ground. As a result, we believe that here Bennet's memory failed him.
4 In fact it was in the early years of the 19th century.
s Miss Armitt added that this path "crossed the Stock Beck" — i.e., Stock Ghyll — "on the first rocky ground,
by a ford known to tradition as the Halicar" — i.e., Holy Cairn. Nicholson (1861) had previously written
that a Roman road to High Street "went up the caasa" — i.e., the causeway, now Rothay Road (375 0 4 2 ) —
"by Ambleside, (and) forded the Stock Ghyll above the Salutation Hotel stables at Hollicar Ford".
6 Mr Richardson was for several years a member of the Society's Fieldwork and Excavation Committee.
7
The maps concerned are The English Lakes, South-Eastern and North-Eastern Areas and NY 43/53 Penrith
(North). All but the northernmost 3 miles of the course are shown of the Goldeneye Lake District Tourist
Map, which is also the clearest contour map of the region.
8
A crossing of the Rothay hereabouts would have been needed, from the time of the building of the first
(Late Flavian) Ambleside fort — i.e., before the building of the post-Flavian forts of Hardknott and
Ravenglass, with their associated road from Ambleside. This being so, a road from the fort to a Rothay
crossing may have pre-dated even the building of a continuation of that road towards Keswick.
9
The three steep stretches of the southern ascent of the Kirkstone Pass are still known to Ambleside people
as "The Struggle".
to
For a photo looking south towards the Kirk Stone (and for one looking north from Pets Bridge) see
Wainwright (1989).
11 So far as is known to Pierre Sillieres (in litt. 1987), author of Les Voies de Communication de L'Hispanie
Romaine (Paris, 1988), Stybarrow Pass is, in form, unique in the Roman Empire. It remained the sole
passage of the Crag (Hay and Hay 1978) till successive blastings, the latest in 1914-15, made the Crag
passable at the lakeside.
12 As this well-preserved descent from How to Holm was still in use in 1803 (Denholm 1804), it is surprising
that none of the earlier of the antiquaries recognized it as Roman.
13 Glencoyne Beck marks the Westmorland-Cumberland border.
14 Those wishing to walk on Bracken Rigg, an area subject to sheep-stealing, should first seek permission at
Glencoyne farmhouse (384 187).
15 On an air-photo taken by one of us (A. R.) in the drought of 1989, the lines of these parallel depressions
are clearly seen near Brown How, but for the rest the feature appears as a light-coloured strip.
16 For an air-photo showing part of the break in the east scarp of the Petteril, and most of Old Penrith fort,
see Hindle ( 1 984), 33.
17 Information from G. G. S. Richardson: Miss Hodgson's results were never published. We should be glad
to hear from anyone having a clue to their possible whereabouts.
18 Collingwood (in Haverfield and Collingwood 1914) noted that the Leven, linking Windermere and Morecambe Bay, is "navigable for the greater part of its length".
19 Writing at a time when Hawk How must have been much less wooded than now, Warner (1802) found that
a "short (southward) ascent (of Hawk How) throws the lake to a frightful depth below us, and lifts us
midway up the precipice, from when a grand back view is seen".
20 Most of Bracken Rigg appears exactly in the middle of the right-hand side of the frontispiece of the 1987
edition of the O.S. map of the English Lakes, North-Eastern Area, which also shows its relationship to
Stybarrow Crag and Hawk How.
21 Breeze (1988) states that a Roman day's march was "notionally 14 miles, though it might stray up to 20".
In Cumbria, however, especially on the very safe assumption of there having been a fort at Keswick (West
1778, Ferguson 1878, Bellhouse 1954, St Joseph 1955), the distances between adjacent forts (for whose
distribution see Garlick 1982) are in most cases only 7-10 miles.
22
Despite the Rigg's first name, much of it is now improved pasture.
23
It was during the Late Flavian period (90-96) that there began the occupation of the more easterly part of
the Lake District (Potter 1979), in conjunction with the Roman's three-phased withdrawal from the Highland
Boundary to the Stanegate (Breeze 1982, Hanson and Maxwell 1983, Hanson 1987).
24 Potter (1979) believes that the temporary abandonment of Ambleside (presumably along with related forts)
may have resulted from a need for reinforcements for the Dacian (Romanian) Wars of tot-1o6.
25
Notable exceptions among the older generation of our area have been Professor Eric Birley and Richard
Bellhouse.
26 Like the magna via Kirkestain (Ragg 1918), High Street was shown by Ragg (1910) to have been mentioned in
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a 13th-century charter, variously as Brethstrede, Brethstrett(e) and Brestrett - i.e., according to Collingwood
(1937), Britons' Street, but ? Broad Street. For an account of its course see Southworth (1985); and for
photos of high parts of both roads see Hindle (1984).
27 Against this must be set the fact that the height of the lowest of the Alpine passes over which the Romans
built roads - i.e., the Brenner Pass - is 450o feet, and even the Little St Bernard Pass (7200 feet) was
passable for vehicles "over most of its course" (Strabo), though presumably not in winter.
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